
ON THE EXISTENCE OF MINKOWSKI UNITS
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ABSTRACT. We investigate the Galois structure of algebraic units in cyclic extensions of number
fields and thereby obtain strong new results on the existence of independent Minkowski S-units.

1. INTRODUCTION

We fix a finite Galois extension of number fields L/K, withG := Gal(L/K), and an odd prime
divisor p of the order of G and write Fp for the finite field of cardinality p. For a finite set of places
S of K, we write OL,S for the ring of algebraic S-integers of L and, with µL denoting the group
of roots of unity in L, define a Zp[G]-lattice by setting UL,S := Zp ⊗Z (O×L,S/µL).

If the G-module UL,S/U
p
L,S has a direct summand isomorphic to Fp[G]m for a natural number

m, then one says L/K has a family of ‘m independent Minkowski S-units’. In particular, by the
Krull-Schmidt Theorem, the maximum sizemL/K,S of a family of independent Minkowski S-units
for L/K is well-defined. Recent work in [9] has shown that mL/K,S plays an important role in the
study of both tamely ramified pro-p extensions and the deficiency of p-class tower groups and also,
following work of Ozaki [17], of the inverse Galois problem for the p-class field tower (cf. [10]).
Unfortunately, however, the determination of mL/K,S appears, in general, to be a very difficult
problem.

In this note we identify conditions under which one can ‘bound’ the complexity of the Zp[G]-
lattice UL,S and thereby deduce new results on mL/K,S . Here we recall that understanding the
explicit structure of arithmetic lattices is a notoriously difficult problem, not least because, by
well-known results of Heller and Reiner [12, 13], the relevant theory of integral representations is
usually extremely complicated.

To recall the most general (as far as we are aware) result in this direction, we fix an abstract
finite group Γ, a finite set of places Σ of K containing all p-adic places and a p-adic Galois rep-
resentation T over K unramified outside Σ. Then [3, Th. 1.1] proves the existence of an upper
bound on the number of isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules that occur in the Krull-
Schmidt decompositions of the Zp[Γ]-lattices arising from the p-adic étale cohomology groups
H i(Spec(OL′,Σ)ét, T ) ∼= H i(Spec(OK′,Σ)ét,Zp[Γ]⊗Zp T ) as L′/K ′ ranges over extensions of K
for which L′/K ′ is unramified outside Σ, Galois and such that Gal(L′/K ′) identifies with Γ. In
particular, in the case (i = 1 and T = Zp(1)) relevant to us, this result relates to the module UL,S
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only if S contains all places that are p-adic or ramify in L and gives bounds depending on Γ and
the number of places of L that are p-adic or divide the different of L/K.

In contrast, by combining detailed class-field theoretic arguments together with algebraic results
of Yakovlev [20], we shall now obtain the finer information about UL,S that is contained in the
following result. In this result, for each natural number n we write Cn for the (countably infinite)
collection of pairs (L/K, S) comprising a Galois extension of number fields L/K for which G
identifies with the cyclic group Z/pn of order pn and NormL/K(µL) = µK , and a finite set S of
places of K for which the S-ideal p-class group of every intermediate field of L/K is cyclic.

Theorem 1.1. Fix a natural number n. Then, as (L/K, S) ranges over Cn, only finitely many
isomorphism classes of indecomposable Zp[(Z/pn)]-lattices arise as direct summands of any UL,S .

At the outset, we note that the conclusion of this result is, a priori, far from clear since the Zp-
rank of UL,S is unbounded as (L/K, S) ranges over Cn, whilst, if n > 2, then there exist infinitely
many non-isomorphic indecomposable Zp[(Z/pn)]-lattices (cf. [13]). In addition, Theorem 1.1 is
stronger than the corresponding case of [3, Th. 1.1] since, firstly, its conclusion does not require
S to contain all places that are either p-adic or ramify in L and, secondly, its proof gives more
information on the occurring indecomposable modules and thereby leads both to sharper bounds
on the number of such isomorphism classes and also, upon appropriate specialisation, to some very
concrete consequences. For example, if the p-Hilbert S-class field of L is cyclic over K, then it
implies the Zp[G]-structure of UL,S depends only on the ramification and residue degrees of places
of K that are ramified in L or belong to S and can even be described completely explicitly if L/K
is unramified (see Theorem 4.4).

These improvements also mean that Theorem 1.1 can be used to deduce the existence of families
of extensions in which mL/K,S is unbounded even though the set of places ramifying in L/K re-
mains small and contains no place that is tamely ramified, thereby complementing the constructions
of [11]. (For details see Corollary 5.1 and Examples 5.2).

We remark that several aspects of the techniques developed here can be extended to more general
classes of extensions L/K (thereby further refining the general approach of [3]). Such results are
discussed both in the article [2] of Bouazzaoui and the second author and in forthcoming work [14]
of Kumon and the second author.

Finally, for the reader’s convenience, we record some general notation. For a Galois extension
of fields F/E, we abbreviate Gal(F/E) to G(F/E). For a finitely generated Zp-module M we
write rk(M) for its rank dimQp(Qp ⊗Zp M). For an abelian group X we set Xp := Zp ⊗ZX . For
a natural number n, we set [n] := {i ∈ Z : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} and [n]∗ := {0} ∪ [n].

Acknowledgement We are very grateful to Ozaki Manabu and Ravi Ramakrishna for their in-
terest in our work and helpful comments.

2. HYPOTHESES AND EXAMPLES

At the outset we fix an odd prime number p. For an extension of number fieldsL/K and finite set
S of places of K, we write AL,S for the Sylow p-subgroup of the S-ideal class group of L (that is,
the quotient of the ideal class group of L by the subgroup generated by the classes of prime ideals
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lying above S), HL,S for the p-Hilbert S-class field of L (that is, the maximal unramified abelian
p-extension of L in which all places of L above S split completely) so that AL,S is canonically
isomorphic to G(HL,S/L), and RL/K for the set of places of K that ramify in L. If S = ∅, then
we abbreviate HL,S , AL,S and UL,S to HL, AL and UL respectively. We also write KS for the
maximal pro-p extension of K unramified outside S and set GK,S := G(KS/K).

We now fix the following data:{
a finite cyclic p-extension of number fields L/K with Galois group G;

a finite set S of places of K with S ∩RL/K = ∅.
(1)

We assume that this data satisfies the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis 2.1.
(C1) For every intermediate subfield E of L/K, the group AE,S is cyclic.
(C2) NormL/K(µL) = µK .

Remark 2.2. Condition (C2) has a conceptual interpretation: since G is a cyclic p-group and µL
is finite, a Herbrand quotient argument can be combined with general results (cf. [1, Th. 5 and Th.
9]) to show (C2) is satisfied if and only if µL is a cohomologically-trivial G-module. In addition,
since p is odd, a straightforward analysis also shows that the latter condition is satisfied if and only
if either the Sylow p-subgroup µK,p of µK is trivial or one has L = K(µL,p) (see, for example,
[18, Lem. 5.4.4(1)]).

It is clear that, for any given L/K, the Chebotarev Density Theorem implies that one can simply
increase the set S in order to satisfy (C1). On the other hand, for several natural families of
extensions L/K, such as in the following examples, (C1) is satisfied with S = ∅.

Examples 2.3. In each of the following cases, the extension L/K is tamely ramified.
(i) Assume AK is cyclic and non-trivial. By the Burnside Basis Theorem, GK,∅ is pro-cyclic and
hence abelian. Therefore the p-class field tower of K terminates at HK and so HE = HK for any
unramified p-extension E of K. Hence, if L ⊆ HK , then (L/K, ∅) satisfies (C1).
(ii) Assume AK is trivial and set rK := dimFp(O×K/(O

×
K)p). Then, for any s ∈ [rK + 1], the

Gras-Munnier Theorem (cf. [7, Prop. 3.1], [8]) implies the existence of infinitely many sets Σ of
non-archimedean, non p-adic, places of K for which |Σ| = s, GK,Σ is a non-trivial cyclic group
and GK,Σ′ is trivial for all Σ′ ( Σ. In this case every place in Σ is totally ramified in KΣ and so,
for any intermediate field L of KΣ/K, one has AL = (0) so that (L/K, ∅) satisfies (C1).

More generally, the following observation leads to many examples in which (C1) is satisfied and
S does not contain all places that are either p-adic or ramify in L.

Lemma 2.4. Let L/K and S be as in (1). If there exists a place q of K that does not split in HL,S ,
then the following claims are valid.

(i) AE,S is cyclic (so that (L/K, S) has property (C1)).
(ii) AE,S is generated by the unique prime qE of E above q.

(iii) G(E/K) acts trivially on AE,S .
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Proof. If AE,S = G(HE,S/E) is not cyclic, then no place of E can have full decomposition group
in G(HE,S/E). In particular, as HE,S ⊆ HL,S , this contradicts the existence of q and so proves
claim (i). Since qE is unramified in HE,S , claim (ii) follows directly from class field theory. Claim
(iii) then follows from claim (ii) and the fact qE is invariant under the action of G(E/K). �

Remark 2.5. IfAK is cyclic, then there are infinitely many sets Σ of non-archimedean, non-p-adic,
places ofK for which the (finite) extensionKΣ/K satisfies the non-splitting hypothesis of Lemma
2.4. To see this, write Gov(K) for the governing field of K (cf. [7, Def. 3.1]). Then, by applying
the Chebotarev Density Theorem to the finite extension Gov(K)HK/K(ζp), one can choose a
non-archimedean, non p-adic, place p of K that is inert in HK , splits completely in K(ζp) and is
such that, for any, and therefore every, fixed place q ofK(ζp) above p, the Frobenius automorphism
Frq of q in V := G(Gov(K)/K(ζp)) is non-trivial (it is possible that HK ⊆ Gov(K), but this
fact has no impact on our construction of p). Now fix s ∈ [rK + 1]. Then, as the Fp-space V has
dimension rK + 1, one can fix a subset {vi}i∈[s+1] of V , with vs+1 = Frq, that spans a subspace
of dimension s and is such that any proper subset is linearly independent. Let Σ = {pi}i∈[s+1] be a
set formed by choosing ps+1 = p and a non-p-adic place pi of K for each i ∈ [s] such that pi splits
in K(ζp) and vi is equal to the Frobenius automorphism at a place of K(ζp) above pi. Then GK,Σ
has generator rank 2 as a consequence of the Gras-Munnier Theorem, the cyclicity of AK , and the
cyclicity of the inertia subgroup of the Galois group at a non-p-adic place for pro-p extensions of
number fields. In addition, by construction, p is inert in HK and ramified in the degree p extension
of K (in the Gras-Munnier Theorem) that is ramified precisely at Σ. Hence, p does not split in KΣ

by the Burnside Basis Theorem.

Remark 2.6. Fix a number field F and a finite set Σ of places of F containing all places that
are either p-adic or archimedean. Then, following Wingberg [19], the group GF,Σ is said to be
‘of local type’ if some place p in Σ has full decomposition group in GF,Σ. In this case, since p
does not split in FΣ, Lemma 2.4 implies that (C1) is satisfied by any cyclic p-extension L/K with
F ⊆ K ⊆ L ⊂ FΣ. In addition, if F is totally real, then [19, Prop. 1.1] implies GF,Σ is of
local type if and only if F is p-rational and Σ is primitive (in the sense of [6, §IV.3], [15]) and
so a recent conjecture of Gras [5] implies there should be many such GF,Σ. More generally, [19]
gives a criterion in terms of the arithmetic of F for the group GF,Σ to be of local type and explicit
examples of such F for which GF,Σ is ‘large’ (such as a Demushkin group of rank 4).

3. GALOIS COHOMOLOGY

In this section, we fix data as in (1) and establish (in Proposition 3.2) the key consequence that
Hypothesis 2.1 has for our theory. To do so, we fix a subgroup J of G, set E := LJ and use the
following notations.

- IE is the pro-p completion of the group of fractional OE-ideals.
- PE is the pro-p completion of the group of principal OE-ideals.
- For a finite set S of primes of K, 〈S〉E is the Zp-submodule of IE generated by the prime

ideals of E above S.
- We write IE,S and PE,S to denote IE/〈S〉E and PE/(PE ∩ 〈S〉E) respectively.
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- By abuse of notations, we use IE,S and PE,S to denote also their images in IL,S under the
map IE,S → IL,S induced by the lifting map.

- For a fractional ideal ρ of OE , we will also use ρ to denote its image in IE .
We regard all of the groups listed above as Zp[G(E/K)]-modules in the natural way.

The following result gives an easy consequence of (C2) regarding these modules that will form
the basis of our approach. (We note that all results in this section are vacuously true for the trivial
subgroup J and so we will only consider the case that J is non-trivial in the proofs.)

Lemma 3.1. IfL/K satisfies (C2), then there exists a canonical identification of Zp[G/J ]-modules

H1(J, UL,S) ∼= (PL,S)J/PE,S ∼= ker
(
(IL)J/〈S〉EPE

ι−→ AL,S ∼= IL/〈S〉LPL
)
,

where ι is induced by the natural map IL → AL,S ∼= IL/〈S〉LPL.

Proof. There is a canonical exact sequence

0→ O×L,S → L× → P (L)/PS(L)→ 0,

where for each intermediate field E of L/K, P (E) denotes the group of principal fractional OE-
ideals and PS(E) is the subgroup of principal fractional ideals generated by S-units. By Galois
cohomology and Hilbert’s Theorem 90, we have an exact sequence

0 // O×E,S // E× //
(
P (L)/PS(L)

)J
// H1(J,O×L,S) // 0,

and hence an induced isomorphism

H1(J,O×L,S) ∼= coker
(
P (E)/PS(E)→ (P (L)/PS(L))J

)
.

Upon passing to pro-p completions, this identifies H1(J, (O×L,S)p) with coker(PE,S → (PL,S)J).
We next recall (from Remark 2.2) that (C2) implies µL is a cohomologically-trivial G-module,

and hence that the group H i(J, µL,p) vanishes for every i. From the tautological short exact se-
quence 0 → µL,p → (O×L,S)p → UL,S → 0, we can thus deduce that, if (C2) is satisfied, then
the natural map H1(J, (O×L,S)p)→ H1(J, UL,S) is bijective. The above argument therefore shows
that H1(J, UL,S) is isomorphic to (PL,S)J/PE,S , as claimed.

Finally, we note that (IL,S)J ∩ PL,S = (PL,S)J and hence that (PL,S)J/PE,S is the kernel of
the natural map (IL,S)J/PE,S → IL,S/PL,S . We have (IL,S)J/PE,S ∼= (IL)J/〈S〉EPE because
(IL,S)J identifies with (IL)J/〈S〉E since H1(J, 〈S〉L) vanishes and S ∩ RL/K = ∅. Therefore,
the second claimed isomorphism follows. �

Via this result, the group H1(J, UL,S) is parametrised, under Hypotheses 2.1, in terms of the
classes in IL/〈S〉EPE of certain J-invariant ideals in IL, and in the next result we describe this
parametrisation explicitly.

We assume henceforth that Hypothesis 2.1 is satisfied and use the following notation.
- For a ∈ IE and b ∈ (IL)J , we write [a]E and [b]′E for their respective images in AE,S and

(IL)J/〈S〉EPE .
- We fix a prime qE of E not above RL/K whose class generates AE,S .
- The decomposition and inertia subgroups in G of a place r of K are G(r) and I(r).
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- For p ∈ RL/K we fix a p-adic place pL of L. We then define J-invariant ideals by setting

pL/E :=
∏

σ∈J/(J∩G(p))
σ(pL).

In the sequel we also write the action of Zp[G/J ] onH1(J, UL,S) additively and, for p ∈ RL/K ,
we denote the projection map Zp[G/J ]→ Zp[G/JG(p)] by πpJ .

Proposition 3.2. If Hypothesis 2.1 is satisfied, then the following claims are valid.
(i) The Zp[G/J ]-module H1(J, UL,S) is contained (via isomorphism of Lemma 3.1) in the

Zp[G/J ]-module (IL)J/〈S〉EPE which is generated by {[qE ]′E} ∪ {[pL/E ]′E}p∈RL/K
.

(ii) Fix m ∈ Z and {x(p)}p∈RL/K
⊂ Zp[G/J ]. Then [qmE

∏
p∈RL/K

(pL/E)x(p)]′E = 0 only if

for all p ∈ RL/K the element πpJ(x(p)) is divisible by |J ∩ I(p)|.
(iii) Fix subgroupsH andH ′ ofG and let Ω be a subset ofRL/K with the property that, for all p

in Ω, one has I(p) = H and G(p) = H ′. Then, if |Ω| ≥ 3, there exists a Zp[G/J ]-module
direct summand of H1(J, UL,S) that is isomorphic to the direct sum of |Ω| − 2 copies of
(Z/|J ∩H|)[G/JH ′].

Proof. By definition, (PL,S)J/PE,S is a subset of (IL,S)J/PE,S . We can analyze (IL,S)J/PE,S
by the exact sequence

0→ AE,S → (IL,S)J/PE,S
ψ−→ (IL,S)J/IE,S → 0 (2)

and the isomorphism of Zp[G]-modules

(IL,S)J/IE,S ∼= (IL)J/IE ∼=
⊕

p∈RL/K

(Z/|J ∩ I(p)|)[G/JG(p)] (3)

in which each summand is generated by the class of pL/E . The first isomorphism follows from the
condition S ∩RL/K = ∅. Claim (i) follows because AE,S is generated by [qE ]E .

To prove claim (ii) we note that for any p ∈ RL/K , any prime P of L above p and any natural
number n, one has(∏

σ∈J/(J∩G(p))
σ(P)

)n ∈ IE ⇐⇒ n is divisible by |J ∩ I(p)|.

In particular, since the action of G/J on pL/E factors through πpJ , we have p
x(p)
L/E ∈ IE if and only

if πpJ(x(p)) is divisible by |J ∩ I(p)|.
If [qmE

∏
p∈RL/K

(pL/E)x(p)]′E = 0, then the ideal qmE
∏

p∈RL/K
(pL/E)x(p) represents an element

of ker(ψ). Claim (ii) is thus a consequence of (3).
To prove claim (iii), we set t := |Ω| and label the places in Ω as {pi}i∈[t]. We assume, after

relabelling if necessary, that [p1]L has maximum order (inAL,S) amongst the elements {[pi]L}i∈[t].

Then, for j ∈ [t] \ {1}, we fix m(j) = m(L/K, j) ∈ Z with [pj · p−m(j)
1 ]L = 0 ∈ AL,S so that

p1,j,E := pj,L/E · p
−m(j)
1,L/E ∈ 〈S〉LPL ∩ (IL)J

defines an element of H1(J, UL,S). Such a linear relation exists because AL,S is cyclic. Next we
note that, for j ∈ [t] \ {1}, there exists a unique ideal p∗1,j,E of E with p

|J∩H|
1,j,E = p∗1,j,EOL. After
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relabelling if necessary, we assume the order of [p∗1,2,E ]E (in AE,S) is maximal amongst the orders
of {[p∗1,j,E ]E}j∈[t]\{1} and then, for k ∈ [t] \ {1, 2}, we fix

n(k) = n(L/K,E, k) ∈ Z (4)

with [p∗1,k,E(p∗1,2,E)−n(k)]E = 0 ∈ AE,S by using the cyclicity ofAE,S . Setting for each 3 ≤ k ≤ t

bk,E = bk,L/K,E := p1,k,E · (p1,2,E)−n(k)

= (p1,L/E)m(2)n(k)−m(k) · (p2,L/E)−n(k) · pk,L/E
∈ (IL)JH

′ ∩ 〈S〉LPL ⊆ (IL)J ∩ 〈S〉LPL
one therefore has

|J ∩H|[bk,E ]′E = [p∗1,k,E(p∗1,2,E)−n(k)OL]′E = 0. (5)

In particular, since the pk,L/E-component of the decomposition (3) is generated over Zp[G/JH ′]
by the image of bk,E under the map ψ in (2), the Zp[G/J ]-submodule of H1(J, UL,S) generated
by [bk,E ]′E is isomorphic to (Z/|J ∩H|)[G/JH ′].

Next we note that, setting Ω′ := RL/K \ {pi}i∈[t]\{1,2}, claim (i) implies every element of
H1(J, UL,S) is represented by an ideal in 〈S〉LPL ∩ (IL)J of the form(

qmE
∏

p∈Ω′
(pL/E)x(p)

)
×
(∏

k∈[t]\{1,2}
(bk,E)x(k)

)
= qmE

∏
p∈Ω′

(pL/E)x(p)′
∏

k∈[t]\{1,2}
(pk,L/E)x(k), (6)

for elements x(k) of Zp[G/J ] and suitable integers m and elements x(p) of Zp[G/J ]. Here, to
ensure the equality, we have set

x(p)′ :=


x(p) +

∑
k∈[t]\{1,2}(m(2)n(k)−m(k))x(k), if p = p1;

x(p)−
∑

k∈[t]\{1,2}n(k)x(k), if p = p2;

x(p), if p ∈ Ω′ \ {p1, p2}.
Now, since the ideal (6) represents the trivial class in AL,S , the first factor in the product on the

left hand side must belong to the group

I∗ := 〈S〉LPL ∩ {qmE
∏

p∈Ω′
(pL/E)x(p) : m ∈ Z, x(p) ∈ Zp[G/J ]} ⊆ (IL)J .

We now write X and Y for the Zp[G/J ]-submodules of H1(J, UL,S) that are respectively gen-
erated by the classes of ideals in I∗ and {bk,E}k∈[t]\{1,2}. Then, to prove the claim, it is enough
to show that H1(J, UL,S) decomposes as a direct sum of Zp[G/J ]-modules X ⊕ Y and that Y is
isomorphic to a direct sum of t− 2 copies of (Z/|J ∩H|)[G/JH ′].

To show this, it is in turn enough to assume the ideal (6) has trivial class in H1(J, UL,S), and
thereby deduce every element πpJ(x(k)) is divisible by |J ∩ H| and the ideal

(
qmE
∏

p∈Ω′ p
x(p)
L/E

)
has trivial class in H1(J, UL,S). The first condition follows directly upon applying claim (ii) to the
right hand side of (6). Since this combines with (5) to imply [

∏
k∈[t]\{1,2}(bk,E)x(k)]′E = 0, the

vanishing of [qmE
∏

p∈Ω′(pL/E)x(p)]′E then follows from the left hand expression in (6). �
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4. MODULE STRUCTURES

In this section, we fix a natural number n and a cyclic group Γ of order pn, with generator σ.
For i ∈ [n]∗, we write Γi for the subgroup of Γ generated by σp

n−i
(so that |Γi| = pi).

We write Latn for the category of Zp[Γ]-lattices and fix a set of representatives In of the iso-
morphism classes of indecomposable Zp[Γ]-lattices that contains Zp[Γ/Γi] for every i ∈ [n]∗.

4.1. Yakovlev diagrams. We write Mn for the category of diagrams

(A•, α•, β•) : A1

α1

�
β1

A2

α2

�
β2

· · ·
αn−1

�
βn−1

An

in which each Ai is a finite (Z/pi)[Γ/Γi]-module, and each αi and βi is a morphism of Zp[Γ]-
modules such that βi ◦ αi and αi ◦ βi are respectively induced by multiplication by p and by the
action of

∑
γ∈Γi+1/Γi

γ. A morphism (A•, α•, β•) → (A′•, α
′
•, β
′
•) in Mn is a collection of maps

{γi : Ai → A′i}i∈[n] of Zp[Γ]-modules that commute with the respective maps α•, β•, α′•, β
′
• (in

particular, such a morphism is an isomorphism if and only if each map γi is bijective).
As a concrete example, each M in Latn gives an object

∆(M) = (A•, α•, β•)

of Mn in which each Ai is H1(Γi,M) and each αi and βi the natural restriction and corestriction
maps. The importance of such examples is explained by the following result.

Proposition 4.1 (Yakovlev [20]). The assignment M 7→ ∆(M) induces a covariant essentially
surjective functor ∆ : Latn → Mn. In addition, if ∆(M) and ∆(N) are isomorphic, then there
are non-negative integers {mi}i∈[n]∗ and {m′i}i∈[n]∗ and an isomorphism in Latn of the form

M ⊕
⊕

i∈[n]∗
Zp[Γ/Γi]mi ∼= N ⊕

⊕
i∈[n]∗

Zp[Γ/Γi]m
′
i .

Remark 4.2. When combined with the Krull-Schmidt Theorem (for the category Latn), the final
assertion of this result implies that if ∆(M) and ∆(N) are isomorphic, then any lattice in In
that occurs (with a given multiplicity) as a direct summand of M is either Zp[Γ/Γi] for some i
or occurs (with the same multiplicity) as a direct summand of N . In particular, the isomorphism
class of ∆(UL,S) in Mn determines, uniquely up to isomorphism, a module U †L,S in Latn that has
no direct summand isomorphic to Zp[Γ/Γi] for any i ∈ [n]∗ and is such that for some (uniquely
determined) set {ti}i∈[n]∗ of non-negative integers, there exists an isomorphism in Latn of the form

UL,S ∼= U †L,S ⊕
⊕

i∈[n]∗
Zp[Γ/Γi]ti . (7)

The next result presents an explicit example that will be useful in the next section.

Lemma 4.3. Fix a ∈ [n] and a non-negative integer b with a+ b ≤ n and set c := n− (a+ b).

(i) If b = 0, then Ma,0 := Zp[Γ](σp
c − 1) is an indecomposable Zp[Γ]-lattice.

(ii) If b 6= 0, then Ma,b := Zp[Γ](pa, σp
c − 1) is an indecomposable Zp[Γ]-lattice.
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(iii) For all a and b, the morphisms

H1(Γi,Ma,b)
res−−→ H1(Γi−1,Ma,b)

cor−−→ H1(Γi,Ma,b)

are equivalent to
(Z/pi)[Γ/Γa+b] −→ (Z/pi−1)[Γ/Γa+b]

×p−−→ (Z/pi)[Γ/Γa+b], if 1 < i ≤ a,

(Z/pa)[Γ/Γa+b]
id−→ (Z/pa)[Γ/Γa+b]

×p−−→ (Z/pa)[Γ/Γa+b], if a < i ≤ a+ b,

(Z/pa)[Γ/Γi]
Ti−→ (Z/pa)[Γ/Γi−1] −→ (Z/pa)[Γ/Γi], if a+ b < i ≤ n.

Here the two unlabelled arrows are the natural projection maps and Ti sends each element
γ of Γ/Γi to the sum in (Z/pa)[Γ/Γi−1] of all elements of Γ/Γi−1 that project to γ.

Proof. We set Ia,b := Zp[Γ](pa, σp
c − 1) (so that Ia,b = Ma,b if b 6= 0). Then, in all cases, there

is an exact sequence of Zp[Γ]-modules 0 −→ Ia,b −→ Zp[Γ] −→ (Z/pa)[Γ/Γa+b] −→ 0. Upon
taking Γi-cohomology of this sequence, one obtains an exact sequence of Zp[Γ/Γi]-modules

(Zp[Γ])Γi −→
(
(Z/pa)[Γ/Γa+b]

)Γi −→ H1(Γi, Ia,b) −→ 0.

A direct calculation using these sequences shows that the morphisms

H1(Γi, Ia,b)
res−−→ H1(Γi−1, Ia,b)

cor−−→ H1(Γi, Ia,b)

are equivalent to the morphisms in claim (iii). Since all of the Zp[Γ]-modules that occur in this
description have cyclic Γ-coinvariants, Nakayama’s lemma (for the local ring Zp[Γ]) implies that
they are each indecomposable. Hence, as all occurring maps are non-zero, the diagram ∆(Ia,b)
must itself be indecomposable. In particular, if Ia,b is decomposable, then it must have the form
Ia,b = N1 ⊕N2 for an indecomposable module N1 with ∆(N1) ∼= ∆(Ia,b), and H1(Γi, N2) = 0
for all i ∈ [n]∗. Remark 4.2 then implies thatN2 is isomorphic to a direct sum

⊕
t∈[n]∗ Zp[Γ/Γt]mt

for suitable integers mt. Now, if N2 6= (0), then, as Qp ⊗Zp Ia,b = Qp[Γ], there exists a unique
s ∈ [n]∗ for which ms = 1 and mt = 0 for all t ∈ [n]∗ \ {s} and so Ia,b ∼= N1 ⊕ Zp[Γ/Γs]. This
decomposition implies Σs :=

∑
γ∈Γs

γ ∈ Zp[Γ] acts as the zero map on N1 and hence that Ia,b is
preserved by the action of p−sΣs. By explicit check, one finds this can only happen if a = s and
b = 0 so that Ia,b = Ma,0 ⊕ Zp[Γ](

∑
γ∈Γa

γ). In addition, Ma,0 is a cyclic module over the local
ring Zp[Γ] and so indecomposable. This verifies all of the stated claims. �

4.2. The proof of Theorem 1.1. We write Cn for the class of pairs (L/K, S) comprising a cyclic
extensionL/K of number fields of degree pn and a finite set S of places ofK satisfying Hypothesis
2.1 and, for every (L/K, S) in Cn, we fix an identification of G := G(L/K) with Γ. Before
starting the proof of Theorem 1.1, we recall that Heller and Reiner [13] have shown In, the set
of indecomposable Zp[Γ]-lattices fixed before, to be infinite if n > 2 and note that, as (L/K, S)
ranges over Cn, the rank rk(UL,S) is unbounded. Given these facts, the result of Theorem 1.1 is
therefore, a priori, far from clear.

Turning now to its proof, we introduce some useful notation. Firstly, J and J ′ will henceforth
always denote non-trivial subgroups of Γ (as the group H1({1}, UL,S) vanishes and so plays no
role in Yakovlev’s theory); then, for subgroups H ⊆ H ′ of Γ, and each (L/K, S) in Cn, we set

ΩH,H′

L/K := {p ∈ RL/K : I(p) = H,G(p) = H ′} and tH,H
′

L/K := |ΩH,H′

L/K |.
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Then, assuming tH,H
′

L/K > 2, the argument of Proposition 3.2(iii) gives, for each subgroup J of Γ,

and k ∈ tH,H
′

L/K \ {1, 2}, an ideal

bH,H
′

k (L/K, S, J) ∈ (IL)JH
′ ∩ 〈S〉LPL ⊆ (IL)J ∩ 〈S〉LPL

as follows: with bH,H
′

k (L/K, S,H ′) denoting the ideal bk,LH′ constructed in the proof of Proposi-

tion 3.2(iii) for the case Ω = ΩH,H′

L/K , we set

bH,H
′

k (L/K, S, J) =

{
bH,H

′

k (L/K, S,H ′) if J ⊆ H ′,
NormLH′/E(bH,H

′

k (L/K, S,H ′)) if H ′ ( J.
(8)

With these choices, for subgroups J ′ < J with |J/J ′| = p, one has∏
σ∈J/J ′

σ(bH,H
′

k (L/K, S, J ′)) =

{
bH,H

′

k (L/K, S, J)p if J ⊆ H ′,
bH,H

′

k (L/K, S, J) if H ′ ( J.
(9)

For each J ≤ Γ, H ⊆ H ′ with |tH,H
′

L/K | > 2 and k ∈ [tH,H
′

L/K ] \ {1, 2}, we set

BH,H′

k (L/K, S, J) := Zp[Γ/J ][bH,H
′

k (L/K, S, J)]′E ⊆ H1(J, UL,S).

Then, by the argument of Proposition 3.2(iii), the module BH,H′

k (L/K, S, J) is isomorphic to
(Z/|J ∩H|)[Γ/JH ′] and there exists an isomorphism of Zp[Γ/J ]-modules

H1(J, UL,S) ∼= CJ ⊕
⊕

(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

⊕
k∈[tH,H′

L/K
]\{1,2}

BH,H′

k (L/K, S, J). (10)

Here ΥL/K denotes the collection of pairs (H,H ′) of subgroups of Γ with H ≤ H ′ and tH,H
′

L/K > 2

and CJ is generated by the classes arising from (suitable) products of the conjugates of ideals in
the set

Ω∗L/K,S,J := {qE} ∪ {pL/E : p ∈ RL/K , (I(p), G(p)) /∈ ΥL/K} ∪ {pL/E : p ∈
⋃

(H,H′)
ΩH,H′}

where (H,H ′) runs over ΥL/K and ΩH,H′ is a subset of ΩH,H′

L/K of cardinality 2 (corresponding to

the first two places in the ordering of ΩH,H′

L/K fixed in the proof of Proposition 3.2(iii)).
Next we note that, with respect to the identification in Lemma 3.1, for subgroups J ′ ≤ J , the

corestriction H1(J ′, UL,S) → H1(J, UL,S) and restriction H1(J, UL,S) → H1(J ′, UL,S) maps
are respectively induced by the map (IL)J

′ → (IL)J sending each a to
∏
σ∈J/J ′ σ(a) and by the

inclusion (IL)J ⊆ (IL)J
′
. From (9), we can therefore deduce that, as J varies, the decomposi-

tions (10) respect the relevant restriction and corestriction maps and so induce a decomposition of
Yakovlev diagrams

∆(UL,S) = ∆1(UL,S)⊕
⊕

(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

⊕
k∈[tH,H′

L/K
]\{1,2}

∆H,H′

k (UL,S),

where ∆1(UL,S) is constructed from {CJ}J≤Γ and ∆H,H′

k (UL,S) from {BH,H′

k (L/K, S, J)}J≤Γ.
In addition, by comparing (9) to the result of Lemma 4.3(iii), one deduces that each diagram
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∆H,H′

k (UL,S) is isomorphic to ∆(MH,H′), with MH,H′ := Ma,b for integers a and b specified
by |H| = pa and |H ′/H| = pb. The above decomposition is thus equivalent to an isomorphism

∆(UL,S) ∼= ∆1(UL,S)⊕∆
(⊕

(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

(MH,H′)
(tH,H′

L/K
−2)) (11)

in Mn. Finally we note that |Ω∗L/K,S,J | ≤ 1 + 2Bn with Bn the number of subgroup pairs (H,H ′)

of Γ and hence that the order of each (finite) group CJ is bounded by a number that depends only
on p and n. Thus, as (L/K, S) ranges over Cn, the number of isomorphism classes of possible
diagrams ∆1(UL,S) is also bounded by a number depending only on p and n. Hence, by combining
the isomorphism (11) with the observation in Remark 4.2, we can finally deduce that, as (L/K, S)
ranges over Cn, the number of modules in In that can arise in the Krull-Schmidt decomposition of
at least one of the lattices UL,S is finite. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.

4.3. Some special cases. There are at least two situations in which a closer analysis of the above
argument can give more information. Firstly, if n is ‘small’, then the Z[Γ]-module structures of
terms in ∆(UL,S) are relatively simple and the categories Latn and Mn are even completely un-
derstood for n ∈ {1, 2} (cf. [12] and [20, Th. 5] respectively). Hence, the argument of Proposition
3.2(iii) can sometimes give an effective means of obtaining the full Krull-Schmidt decomposition
of UL,S (see [14] for results in this direction for cyclic extensions of degree dividing p3). Secondly,
if HL,S is a cyclic extension of K, then the argument in §4.2 can be simplified and leads to the
following result.

Theorem 4.4. Let L/K be a finite cyclic p-extension of number fields with NormL/K(µL) = µK
and S a finite set of places of K such that HL,S/K is cyclic. Then the Zp[G(L/K)]-module
structure of UL,S depends only on the ramification and inertia degrees of the places in S ∪RL/K .
In particular, if L/K is unramified and all places in S split completely in L, then there exists an
isomorphism of Zp[G(L/K)]-modules

UL,S ∼=
(
Zp[G(L/K)]/(

∑
g∈G(L/K)

g)
)
⊕ Zp[G(L/K)](rk(UK)+|S|).

Proof. We assume [L : K] = pn and fix an identification G(L/K) = Γ. We also write G(S) for
the subgroup

∏
τ∈S G(τ) of Γ that is generated by

⋃
τ∈S G(τ).

At the outset we note that, if AL,S 6= (0), then, as HL,S/K is a cyclic p-extension, L/K is
unramified (so RL/K = ∅), all places in S split completely in L and, for every intermediate field
E of L/K, one has HE,S = HL,S . On the other hand, if AL,S = (0), then HE,S is the maximum
unramified extension of E in L in which all places in S split completely.

Next we note that, since (L/K, S) satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2.4, the results of Lemma
2.4(ii) and (iii) imply that G(E/K) acts trivially on AE,S and that the (equivalence class of) trans-
fer and norm maps between the respective groups {AE,S}E are uniquely determined by the orders
of each group AE,S . In particular, in this way one finds that each transfer map AE,S → AL,S is
surjective and that

| ker(AE,S → AL,S)| = |(JG(S)
∏

p∈RL/K

I(p))/(G(S)
∏

p∈RL/K

I(p))|.
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In the remainder of the argument, we consider separately the cases RL/K 6= ∅ and RL/K = ∅.
Thus, until further notice, we assumeRL/K 6= ∅. We writeL′ for the maximal unramified extension
of K in L and set Γ′ := G(L/L′) and Z := UL,S . In this case one has AL,S = (0) and so the
module H1(J, Z) = (PL,S)J/PE,S = (IL,S)J/PE,S lies in a canonical short exact sequence

0→ AE,S → H1(J, Z)→ (IL,S)J/IE,S → 0 (12)

and (IL,S)J/IE,S ∼= (IL)J/IE is explicitly known via the isomorphism (3).
For p ∈ RL/K we set J0(p) := J ∩I(p) and J1(p) := J ∩G(p). Then one has p|J0(p)|

L/E = pEOL,
with pE = pL∩OE and so the element |J0(p)|[pL/E ]′E ofH1(J, Z) is represented (via (12)) by the
class [pE ]E ∈ AE,S ⊆ H1(J, Z). In addition, all of these classes {[pE ]E} are related to the single
class [pL(p)]L(p) with L(p) = LG(p) by norm and transfer maps. If J ⊆ I(p), then AE,S = (0),
if I(p) ⊆ J ⊆ G(p), then pE = pL(p)OE and if G(p) ⊆ J , then pE = NormL(p)/E(pL(p)). For
every E, the index in AE,S of the subgroup generated by [pE ]E is equal to

e(J, p) := (JΓ′G(S) : J1(p)Γ′G(S)).

Let us fix a place q 6∈ RL/K ∪ S of K that is inert in HL,S and write qE for the place of E above
q. Then, for each p ∈ RL/K , Lemma 2.4(ii) implies there exists an integer u(p) that is prime to p
and such that

[(pL/L(p))
|I(p)|u(p)]′L(p) = [q

e(G(p),p)
L(p) ]′L(p) = [qL(p)]

′
L(p).

In particular, by the preceding remark, for every E one has

[(pL/E)|J0(p)|u(p)]′E = [q
e(J,p)
E ]′E .

Now the argument of the proof of Proposition 3.2 (i) and (ii) implies H1(J, Z) is isomorphic to
the Z[Γ/J ]-module WJ with generators {YJ} ∪ {Xp,J}p∈RL/K

and relations

|AE,S |YJ , σYJ = YJ , |J0(p)|Xp,J = e(J, p)YJ , σ
|Γ/(G(p)J)|Xp,J = Xp,J .

Furthermore, by the construction of {u(p)}p∈RL/K
and {qE}J<Γ, these presentations of H1(J, Z)

are compatible with varying J in the following sense. If J ′ is the subgroup of J of index p, then
the restriction H1(J, Z)→ H1(J ′, Z) and corestriction H1(J ′, Z)→ H1(J, Z) maps correspond
to the homomorphisms αJ : WJ →WJ ′ and βJ : WJ ′ →WJ specified by

αJ(YJ) = YJ ′ and αJ(Xp,J) =

{
Xp,J ′ if J ⊆ G(p)

TJ/J ′(Xp,J ′) if G(p) ( J,

βJ(YJ ′) = pYJ and βJ(Xp,J ′) =

{
pXp,J if J ⊆ G(p)

Xp,J if G(p) ( J.

This analysis shows that the isomorphism class in Mn of the diagram ∆(UL,S) depends only on
the groups I(p) and G(p) for p in RL/K , and G(S). Hence, recalling the decomposition (7),
to determine the isomorphism class of Z itself, it is sufficient to determine the integers ti. For
j ∈ [n]∗, let sj be the number of primes p of S such that Γj is the decomposition subgroup in Γ of
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the place of L above p. Then one can determine the integers ti by using the fact, for each j ∈ [n]∗,
that

rk
(
ZΓj )− rk

(
ZΓj+1) = rk((Z†)Γj )− rk((Z†)Γj+1) + (pn−j − pn−j−1)

∑
i∈[j]∗

ti (13)

= (pn−j − pn−j−1)(rk(UK) + 1 +
∑

i∈[j]∗
si)

where the last equality follows by applying the Dirichlet-Herbrand Theorem to the Qp[Γ]-module
Qp⊗Zp UL,S (cf. [6, Th. I.3.7]). Since the isomorphism class of Z† is determined by ∆(UL,S), we
can determine {ti}i∈[n]∗ recursively.

This establishes the claimed result in the case RL/K 6= ∅ and so in the rest of the argument
we assume RL/K = ∅ (so that L/K is unramified). In this case, for a subgroup J of Γ one has
(IL,S)J/IE,S = (0) and so H1(J, Z) identifies with the kernel of the transfer map AE,S → AL,S .
By the observation made at the beginning of this proof, for each i ∈ [n]∗ the morphisms

H1(Γi, Z)
res−−→ H1(Γi−1, Z)

cor−−→ H1(Γi, Z)

are uniquely determined by G(S). In particular, if all places of S split completely in L, then one
has HE,S = HL,S for all intermediate fields E of L/K and the above morphisms identify with
Z/pi −→ Z/pi−1 → Z/pi, where the first arrow is the natural projection map and the second sends
1 to p. Given this description, an easy exercise shows that ∆(Z) is isomorphic in Mn to ∆(N) for
the indecomposable Zp[Γ]-lattice N := Zp[Γ]/(

∑
γ∈Γγ). Just as above, it then follows that, for

suitable (uniquely determined) integers {ti}i∈[n]∗ , there is an isomorphism in Latn

Z ∼= N ⊕
⊕

i∈[n]∗
Zp[Γ/Γi]ti .

In addition, the Dirichlet-Herbrand Theorem for S-units implies the existence of an isomorphism

Qp ⊗Zp Z
∼= (Qp ⊗Zp N)⊕Qp[Γ](rk(UK)+|S|)

of Qp[Γ]-modules. Upon comparing these isomorphisms, and noting Qp[Γ] is semisimple, it fol-
lows that ti = 0 for i 6= 0 and t0 = rk(UK) + |S|. This implies the claimed isomorphism. �

5. MINKOWSKI UNITS

In this final section, we derive a consequence of Theorem 1.1 regarding the existence of inde-
pendent Minkowski units (as discussed in the Introduction).

To state the result, we use the family of field extensions Cn defined at the beginning of §4.2. For
(L/K, S) in Cn we recall, from the argument in §4.2, that ΥL/K denotes the set of subgroup pairs
of Γ that arise as (I(p), G(p)) for at least three distinct places in RL/K and we set

R
(3)
L/K := {p ∈ RL/K : (I(p), G(p)) ∈ ΥL/K}.

We also write r1(K) and r2(K) for the respective numbers of real and complex places of K, and
nS,L for the number of places in S that split completely in L.
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Corollary 5.1. There exists a natural number Np,n that depends only on p and n and has the
following property: for each (L/K, S) in Cn, one has

mL/K,S = r1(K) + r2(K) + nS,L + (2|ΥL/K | − |R
(3)
L/K |) + dL/K,S

with |dL/K,S | ≤ Np,n.

Proof. The isomorphism (11) in Mn implies the existence of a module ML/K = ML/K,S in Latn
for which there is an isomorphism (in Latn) of the form

U †L,S
∼= ML/K ⊕

⊕
(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

(MH,H′)
(tH,H′

L/K
−2)

, (14)

and one has rk(ML/K) ≤ N ′p,n for an integer N ′p,n that depends only on p and n.
We first claim that, for each of the Zp[Γ]-lattices Ma,b in Lemma 4.3, the corresponding Fp[Γ]-

module Ma,b/pMa,b does not contain Fp[Γ] as a direct summand. To see this, note rk(Ma,b) ≤ pn
and so Ma,b/pMa,b can have a direct summand isomorphic to Fp[Γ] only if Ma,b

∼= Zp[Γ] and,
since Ma,b is not cohomologically-trivial, this is not true.

Hence, with t0 the integer that occurs in (7), the isomorphism (14) implies that the non-negative
integermL/K,S−t0 is bounded above by the multiplicity of Fp[Γ] inML/K/pML/K . In particular,
since rk(ML/K) is bounded solely in terms of p and n, there exists a natural number N ′′p,n that
depends only on p and n and is such that 0 ≤ mL/K,S − t0 ≤ N ′′p,n.

Next we set r1 = r1(K) and r2 = r2(K) and note that the formula (13) (in which the term s0 is
equal to nS,L) implies that

(pn − pn−1)(r1 + r2 + nS,L) = rk(U †L,S)− rk
(
(U †L,S)Γ1

)
+ (pn − pn−1)t0. (15)

In addition, for (H,H ′) ∈ ΥL/K , a straightforward computation (using the fact Qp ⊗Zp Ia,b =
Qp[Γ] for each of the lattices Ia,b that occur in the proof of Lemma 4.3) shows that

rk(MH,H′)− rk((MH,H′)
Γ1) = pn − pn−1.

From the isomorphism (14), one therefore deduces that

rk(U †L,S)− rk
(
(U †L,S)Γ1

)
= d′L/K,S +

∑
(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

(pn − pn−1)(tH,H
′

L/K − 2),

with d′L/K,S := rk(ML/K)− rk(MΓ1

L/K) (so that 0 ≤ d′L/K,S ≤ N
′
p,n). Upon substituting this into

(15), and dividing the resulting equality by pn − pn−1, one deduces that

t0 = r1 + r2 + nS,L −
∑

(H,H′)∈ΥL/K

(tH,H
′

L/K − 2)− d′L/K,S/(p
n − pn−1)

= r1 + r2 + nS,L + (2|ΥL/K | − |R
(3)
L/K |)− d

′
L/K,S/(p

n − pn−1),

where the second equality is true since
∑

(H,H′)∈ΥL/K
tH,H

′

L/K = |R(3)
L/K |, as follows from a direct

comparison of the definitions of the terms R(3)
L/K , ΥL/K and tH,H

′

L/K .
The claimed result is therefore obtained by setting

dL/K,S := −d′L/K,S/(p
n − pn−1) + (mL/K,S − t0)
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and taking Np,n to be the integer part of N ′p,n/(p
n − pn−1) +N ′′p,n. �

In [11, §5], the authors construct families of Galois extensions in which Minkowski units can
be shown to exist. We now finish this section by using Corollary 5.1 to describe new families of
extensions in which there are many Minkowski units. In particular, the following examples show
that, for each n, the quantity mL/K,S is unbounded as (L/K, S) ranges over Cn. We remark that
these examples are qualitatively different from those in [11] since the existence of Minkowski units
is not being forced either by tame ramification or by large numbers of ramified places.

Examples 5.2. In order to show that mL/K,S is unbounded as (L/K, S) ranges over Cn it is
sufficient, by Corollary 5.1, to identify families of (L/K, S) for which |RL/K | is bounded but
r1(K) + r2(K) + nS,L is unbounded. In particular, for a fixed extension L/K, the quantity nS,L,
and hence alsomL/K,S , is clearly unbounded as one increases the set S. Of more interest, however,
is the fact (evidenced by the following examples) that the required conditions are also satisfied in
cases with S = ∅.

(i) Assume F has a unique p-adic place p and AF = (0). Then, for the set Σ = {p}, GF,Σ
is the inertia subgroup of the unique p-adic place of FΣ (cf. Example 2.6). Hence, p is
totally ramified in FΣ and AL = (0) for every finite extension L of F in FΣ. The quantity
mL/K,∅ is therefore unbounded as L/K ranges over intermediate fields of the tower FΣ/F
since each such extension is ramified precisely at the unique p-adic place. In addition, for
each such L/K and a subgroup J of G(L/K), (PL)J/PE ∼= (IL)J/IE is generated by
the class of the prime of L above p. By the argument in §4.2, ∆(UL) ∼= ∆(Mn,0) for the
lattice Mn,0 in Lemma 4.3. Hence, there is an isomorphism of Zp[G(L/K)]-modules

UL ∼=
(
Zp[G(L/K)]/(

∑
g∈G(L/K)

g)
)
⊕ Zp[G(L/K)]rk(UK).

(ii) Let p and q be distinct primes, with p odd and q ≡ 1 (mod p). Then, if both q 6≡ 1 mod p2

and p is not a p-th power modulo q, the Burnside Basis Theorem implies that neither p nor q
can split in the pro-p extension Q{p,q}/Q. In this case, therefore, Corollary 5.1 implies that
the quantitymL/K,∅ is unbounded in the family of cyclic extensions L/K with L ⊂ Q{p,q}
since each such extension is ramified at at most two places.

Remark 5.3. The mutual congruence conditions on p and q in Examples 5.2(iii) also arise in the
theory of central extensions of number fields (cf. [4, Th. 5.2]). The following observation, which
we have not been able to find in the literature, is thus perhaps also of interest beyond ensuring the
existence of independent Minkowski units.

Proposition 5.4. For each odd prime p, there are infinitely many primes q ≡ 1 (mod p) such that
both q 6≡ 1 (mod p2) and p is not a p-th power modulo q.

Proof. Since Q( p
√
p, ζp) is a non-abelian Galois extension of Q, the fields Q( p

√
p, ζp) and Q(ζp2)

are linearly disjoint over Q(ζp) and so the group G(Q(ζp2 , p
√
p)/Q(ζp)) is isomorphic to (Z/p)2.

Let now q be a rational prime such that the Frobenius automorphism Frq in G(Q(ζp2 , p
√
p)/Q)

at a place of Q(ζp2 , p
√
p) above q is contained in G(Q(ζp2 , p

√
p)/Q(ζp)) and restricts to non-trivial

elements in G(Q(ζp2)/Q(ζp)) and G(Q(ζp, p
√
p)/Q(ζp)). Then one has q ≡ 1 (mod p) since

Frq belongs to G(Q(ζp2 , p
√
p)/Q(ζp)), and also q 6≡ 1 (mod p2) because Frq acts non-trivially on
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Q(ζp2). On the other hand, since the restriction of Frq in G(Q(ζp, p
√
p)/Q(ζp)) is non-trivial, the

Gras-Munnier Theorem implies (via [6, Th. V. 2.4.2]) that there exists no cyclic extension of Q of
degree p that is ramified precisely at q and in which p splits. It follows that p does not split in the
degree p subfield of Q(ζq) and so p cannot be a p-th power modulo q, as required. �
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